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Trump at year one: There also are wide divides by religious tradition. During the period the survey was being
conducted it was widely reported that Trump made derogatory remarks about African countries and Haiti
during a bipartisan meeting in the Oval Office on Jan. The dip in Trump approval was concentrated among
Republicans and those who lean toward the Republican Party. Instead, for both of these prior presidents, a
majority of Americans felt it was too early to say. This question was not asked about George W. Bush in early
Republicans and Republican leaners are more likely to say Trump will be a successful president than
Democrats and Democratic leaners were about Obama and Clinton at similar points in their presidencies. One
exception is in views of whether Trump keeps his promises: Opinion on this measure is much more negative
than it was in February On all other traits included in the survey, more view him negatively than positively.
Across most dimensions, large shares of Republicans and Republican leaners describe Trump positively.
Trump gets his lowest marks among Republicans when it comes to his temperament: On all other qualities, no
more than about one-in-ten Democrats describe Trump positively. Public perceptions of presidential traits:
Trump and Obama at first year At the close of his first year in office, impressions of Trump on six personal
traits lag behind those of his predecessor, Barack Obama, at a similar point. Yet the size of the differences
varies across characteristics. By far the widest gap in views of Trump and Obama is on communication. This
seven percentage point gap is smaller than for other traits included in both surveys. Confidence in Trump on
key issues The public expresses mixed or low confidence in Donald Trump to handle a range of issues and
aspects of the presidency. Doubts about Trump extend beyond his ability to manage Washington: Republicans
and Republican leaners express far more confidence in Trump than Democrats and Democratic leaners. A
similar gap is seen in views about immigration policy. Overall, these views are little changed from a year ago.
Democrats remain far more likely to say this than Republicans: While Democratic views on this question are
similar to last year, there has been a percentage point drop in the share of Republicans who say Trump has a
responsibility to release his tax returns publicly since January The public remains skeptical that Trump keeps
his own business interests separate from the decisions he makes as president: These views are little different
from February Republicans and Democrats continue to have very different views of whether Trump separates
his business interests from his decisions as president. While majorities across all demographic groups have
heard about the investigation, older people and those with more education are more likely than others to say
they have heard a lot. Republicans and Democrats are about equally likely to say they have heard a lot about
the investigation. The partisan divide in confidence in Mueller is also little different than it was in December.
There is little difference between these groups in the share who express low levels of confidence those who
have heard less about the investigation are less likely to offer an opinion than others.
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